
HOME & GARDEN



HELLO!

Globalink (China) Ltd, is based in Shanghai since 1994. 

Since more than 20 years, we settled relationship with multiple factories in different field of activities.

We have served clients from different countries, for instance : USA, France, Spain, United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, Thailand, India, 
Pakistan, Mexico, Argentina, South-Africa, Morroco, Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso...

Thanks to our clients who usually have high expectation for quality, we have set up a full intern process for the complete logistic chain.

This catalog presents the following categories of product :

• Outdoor equipment
• Fitness indoor
• Play areas
• Garden lifestyle 

The products we introduce to you in the following presentation are just some examples of items we are used to produce for our clients.

We also do have division in: 

• Printing and Packaging
• Equipment for Food Activities, Fast-food restaurant, and packaging
• Tailor-made productions in Plastic, Metal industries 

Please do not hesitate to contact us for your specific needs.



1.
OUTDOOR FITNESS
EQUIPMENT



THE SKI WALKER
The Ski Walker is an exercise station which delivers cardiovascular 
benefits by simulating the cross country skiing motion.

The exercise completely avoids the impact stress runners often 
experience on feet, knees, hips and lower back. Many people cannot 
tolerate the jarring motion of jogging.

Walking is a good alternative but it does not stretch or fully activate the 
important muscles in the upper thigh.

The Ski Walker improves cardiovascular fitness. Exercise levels can 
be of 5 to 15 minutes duration. Experiment with various speeds and 
different levels of effort.

Commodity information 
Galvanized pipe or stainless steel pipe 

with powder coating

Product size 
L120*W55*H145 cm

CBM 
0.12 m3

Reference number 
AG06207



THE SOULDER ROTATOR
The Shoulder rotator allows adults of all abilities to improve flexibility in their shoulder, arms 
and wrist - a great warmup option to begin a workout.

Users handles and rotate the disc with each arm. The fully enclosed rotating mechanism is 
designed to provide smooth, fluid motion throughout the revolutions.

This exercise employs the full flexibility around the shoulder and the many muscles that 
raise and lower the arms and provide shoulder stability. Work the apparatus in various 
directions and stances.

The Shoulder rotator can be installed at a variety of heights  
making it perfect for all ages.

Commodity information 
Galvanized pipe or stainless steel pipe 

with powder coating

Product size 
L65*W48*H126 cm

CBM 
0.16 m3

Reference number 
AG06204



THE AIR WALKER
The Air walker simulates the running motion, although with straighter legs 
and no impact. It is an ideal solution for anyone seeking a low-impact aerobic 
workout in a park or along a fitness trail.

The user places his feet on the large slip-resistant platforms, grip the handlebar 
and move his legs forward and backward. The Air walker provides a fun and 
effective workout for people of all fitness levels.

Develop the flexibility and muscles power in upper limbs, shoulder, chest and 
abdomen, improve the stability of upper limbs joints.

The Air Walker improves both cardiovascular fitness and flexibility.

Commodity information 
Galvanized pipe or stainless steel pipe 

with powder coating

Product size 
L100*W40*H126 cm

CBM 
0.12 m3

Reference number 
AG06206



THE SURFING BOARD
The Surfing board simulates the surfing motion, suitable for people of 
all age.

User grasps the handles with both hands and stand on the pedals, 
swing from left to right and vice versa.

The Surfing board strengthens cardiac and pneumonic function, 
as well as the coordination of all the body. It also improves blood 
circulation and digestive system performance. 

It is very suitable for people who needs their spine to be streghtened,  
improving their healingstrain of lumbar muscles and functional 
hindrances of lower limbs.

Commodity information 
Galvanized pipe or stainless steel pipe 

with powder coating

Product size 
L110*W90*H126 cm

CBM 
0.15 m3

Reference number 
AG06210



2.
KINDERGARTEN
EQUIPMENT



PLASTIC CHAIR
Rugged, rounded one-piece polypropylene shell has a wide, stable 
base. With a playful look availaible in 5 different colors, certified with 
no detachable potentially dangerous object, and very easy to clean.

Commodity information 
Package : 10 pcs by one carton 

Color : red, green, yellow, blue, purple 
Material : PP

Product size 
L34*W28*H53 cm

CBM 
0.018 m3  (0.18 m3 for 10 pcs)

Reference number 
AG302



PANDA TABLE
Made of HDPE material, finished with one-shot molding. With rounded 
corners, it can’t harm kids. Very easy to clean and durable.

Legs can be adjusted freely according to children’s height and uneven 
ground. Equiped with rubber gasket for preventing sliding and scratching 
the floor. 

Frame is made of steel pipe with powder coating.

Non exhaustive scope of application : Kindergarten, nursery, children’s 
palace, and primary school.

Commodity information 
Package by carton 

Color : green and blue 
Material : HDPE

Product size 
L120*W62*H50 cm

CBM 
0.055 m3

Reference number 
AG304



PLASTIC KINDERTABLE
This table is a desktop edge humanized design, with functions of antiskid, stain resistant and 
easy to clean.

Legs can be adjusted freely according to children’s height and uneven ground. Also, legs are 
equiped with a rubber gasket to prevent sliding and scratch the flooring.

lt’s safe, light weight, and easy to transport.

Non exhaustive scope of application : Kindergarten, 
nursery, children’s palace, and primary school.

Commodity information 
Package by carton or PP package 

Color : red, green, blue, purple 
Material : PP

Product size 
L90*W90*H50 cm

CBM 
0.058 m3

Reference number 
AG306



SPRING ROCKING HORSE
This spring horse meets high quality standard. Made by galvanized pipe spring with powder 
coated and HDPE plat, it won’t affected by weather.

It’s colorful, strong, safe, durable, low maintainance and reliable. It’s also easy to assemblate 
and operate it in minimal supervision.

Perfectly adapted for school, kindergartens, gardens, villas, parks, residential property, 
playgrounds, children’s Palace, shopping malls, or any 
other children recreational place.

Commodity information 
Material : Galvanized pipe with powder 

coating, HDPE board

Product size 
L76*W32*H78 cm

CBM 
0.2 m3

Reference number 
AG05106



3.
OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT



CIRCULAR BENCH
Circular Outdoor Wooden Benches Rounded Tree for Gardens and Park.

Ideal for taking a break and relaxing in the shade of a tree, this sturdy type of bench provide a 
high amount of availaible seats.

Certified weather resistant, this rosewood made bench will just stay where it has been put.

Commodity information 
Material : Rosewood plates and 

galvanized pipe with poweder coating

Product size 
D180*H45 cm

CBM 
0.9 m3

Reference number 
AG07110



PARK BENCH
Outdoor bench, adapted for park, school, public places.

Comes in 2 options available. Rosewood or plastic wood plates, and 2 different sizes.

Iron legs with powder coating for longevity and realability.

Commodity information 
Material :  

Rosewood plates or plastic wood and 
galvanized pipe with poweder coating

Product size 
(A) L120*W50*H75 cm 
(B) L150*W50*H75 cm

CBM 
(A) 0.40 m3 
(B) 0.45 m3 

Reference number 
AG07106



4.
FURNITURE



SCOOL SUPPLIES
Large selection of seats, table, and useful school equipment.



CAFETERIA EQUIPMENT
Large selection of different equipments designed for cafeteria.



COMMUNITY FURNITURES
Choice of different items useful for community places like conference rooms, office, waiting aeras etc...



RESTAURANT FURNITURE
Useful items for restaurant, bars, lounges, hotels.



TAILOR MADE
We also propose item parts than can be made to suits your needs, which could involve special 
material, size, shape... Get in touch with us for more details.



5.
GARDENING
LIFESTYLE



RAISED BED
Pour some soil inside and place some weed, and get ready to have your home made garden.



BARBECUE
We also provide some outdoor cooking equipment like barbecue and transportable kitchen.



6.
PROFESSIONAL
FLOOR MAT



MULTI-FUNCTION MODULAR GRATING
Multi-function modular grating is made up of grating, edging and corner. 6 male buckles on each two sides, 6 female 
buckle on another two sides. Edging is a snap button, i.e. there are male and female two ways, corresponding to 
grating. 

Regular color: red, green, yellow, blue, black, white, gray.

Colors can be customized if the order is large.

Features
• Lightweight and removable, 

easy to transport and install. 
• Fast constructing
• Widely used for floor, lounge 

and temporary places etc.
• Super bearing capacity (6.8 

tons/m2 flat ground)
• (200+ supporting points 

ensure drainage and load 
bearing)

Sizing
grating size: 400*400*18mm 
edging size:  400*60mm
corner size :  60*60mm

Packaging details
double corrugated carton, 
size:42*42*56cm, 30 pieces 
with 100 pairs of edging in each 
carton (edging is a snap button). 

Supply ability
10000 sqm (62500 pieces)

Reference number
PF09857



PVC FLOOR MATS 
PVC materials and one-time forming, made up of main tile and edging. 

Does not affect the original ground product laying, be able to withstand the forklift truck rolling back and forth, as well 
as increase the shop level.

2 surface patterns: diamond& coin.

5 kinds of colors: red, yellow, black, blue and gray. 

Colors can be customized if the order is large.

Features
• Waterproof, oil resistance, 

non-slip, sound insulation, 
heat insulation, high load, 
easy to carry and nice 
appearance, etc. 

• Super bearing capacity 10 
tons /m2 flat ground

• Can be applied to all 
commercial places and most 
industrial places.

• Can be installed on any of the 
existing ground foundations 
including wood concrete 
epoxy coating ceramic tiles 
terrazzo and marble, etc.

Sizing
tile size : 500*500*7mm
edging size : 500*80mm
weight : 1.38kg/pcs
Packaging details
double corrugated carton, 
size:42*42*56cm, 30 pieces 
with 100 pairs of edging in each 
carton (edging is a snap button).

Supply ability
10000 sqm (40000 pieces)

Reference number
PF09858



THANK YOU!

Globalink (China) Ltd

Rm2702,Jingde Building,NO.319 Changde Rd 
Shanghai 200040 (CHINA) 
People’s Republic of China

P : + 86 21 6272 0330 
F : + 86 21 6091 1136

M: info@globalink-china.com


